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INTRODUCTION 

 

The main goal of most Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications is to 

automatically extract meaning from text. Text Mining is an essential branch of this process. It 

denotes the tasks that try to extract useful information by doing a linguistic analysis of large 

quantities of text and by detecting usage patterns. An important step in the Text Mining domain 

is Text Categorization also called Document Classification [1]. Applications of Text 

Categorization are numerous. The most important ones are document indexing and filtering, 

word sense disambiguation, the hierarchical categorization of web pages and web search engines 

[1]. Authorship Analysis (AA), like Language Identification, is a classification problem.  

Authorship analysis will be used as a broad term that covers a number of related forensic 

linguistics tasks aimed at making inferences about the author of an anonymous piece of text. 

Authorship Analysis tasks can be broadly categorized into four ways. They are authorship 

attribution (AA), author profiling, author identification and clustering. AA can be termed as 



author identification as in [2, 3], closed-class task as in [4], categorization task as in [5], needle-

in-a-haystack problem [6] and vanilla authorship attribution [5].  

Authorship Attribution is a kind of text classification (TC) problem but it is different from 

categorization. AA is different from text classification because the writing style is also important 

in AA apart from the text content which is the only factor used in text classification. The features 

in TC are deterministic where as in AA not deterministic. Based on the size of the data set and 

number of authors, classifiers and feature sets may behaves differently in AA [2]. Hence these 

differences make AA task more challenging compared with TC. In text classification the texts are 

assigned to one or more predefined classes based on the categories where as in AA the texts are 

assigned to one or more predefined classes based on the author set [3]. 

Authorship Attribution can be defined in three ways. Firstly, for a given test document, 

find the author of the text from the defined set of authors. Secondly, for a given test document, 

believed to be written by one author from a set of authors then find which one, if any. Thirdly, 

for a given test document, who is the author. There are two flavors of AA tasks: closed-class and 

open- class. The first definition is a closed class problem whereas second and third definitions 

are open classes’ problems. In closed class problem the author to be identified is one from the 

given set of authors where as in open set problems the author to be identified may or may not in 

the defined author set. 

Authorship Attribution can be viewed as one of the oldest problem and one of the newest 

research problem in the field of Information Retrieval. Stylometry is the statistical analysis of 

literary style. The main assumption behind stylometry is that the authors make certain 

subconscious and conscious choices in their writing. Some of the features that were used in 

stylometry include average sentence length, average syllables per word, average word length, 

distribution of parts of speech, function word usage, the Type-Token ratio, Simpson’s Index, 

Yule’s Characteristic K, entropy, word frequencies, and vocabulary distributions [4]. Some 

models that were used in stylometry include n-grams [8], feature counts, inductive rule learning, 

Bayesian networks, radial basis function networks, decision trees, nearest neighbor classification, 

and support vector machines [5]. Mosteller & Wallace [6] propose to select semi-automatically 

the most common terms composed mainly by various function words for AA. The earliest studies 

of AA were reported by [9] and Yule [10], in which statistical methods were used limit data, not 

only the size of the experimental corpus but also the size of feature set. Yang [9] graphically 

represented the word-length as characteristic curves, and he also in [10] used sentence length to 

differentiate between authors text.   

Grammatical-based or syntax-based features in AA, which were applied by several researchers  

[7, 13]. Chi-square (χ2) measure is often used to determine relevant features in authorship 

attribution [14, 12]. The cumulative sum technique [15] looks at the frequencies of a range of 

possible habits in use of language. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [9, 8, and 10], Markov 

chains [7], and compression-based techniques [16] are typical of computational approaches that 

were proposed for authorship attribution (AA). N-grams are widely used in authorship attribution 

[17, 11]. Juola in [18] proposed a similar approach that were applied to AA, in which the 

unigram model on the character level was used. Benedetto in [19] used compression approach to 

different applications including AA. Machine Learning approaches were applied to AA in recent 

years, including Neural Networks [26], Bayesian classifiers [20], SVMs [21], and decision trees 

[22]. 

In general, applications of AA include resolving historical questions of unclear or 

disputed authorship. In recent years, practical applications for author identification have grown 



in areas such as intelligence, criminal law, civil law, and computer security. AA has a long 

history with multiple application areas that include spam filtering [1], cyber bullying, plagiarism 

detection [2], author recognition of a given program [3], and web information management [2]. 

In forensic investigations where verifying the authorship of e-mails and newsgroup messages or 

identifying the source of a piece of intelligence also considered as an AA application.  

 

NEED FOR THE STUDY  
 

India is the home of different languages, due to its cultural and geographical diversity. 

The official and regional languages of India play an important role in communication among the 

people living in the country. In the Constitution of India, a provision is made for each of the 

Indian states to choose their own official language for communicating at the state level for 

official purpose. In the eighth schedule as of May 2008, there are 22 official languages in India. 

  

          The availability of constantly increasing amount of textual data of various Indian regional 

languages in electronic form has accelerated. So the Authorship identification of text documents 

based on languages is essential. The objective of the work is the representation and identification 

of Indian language text documents using text mining techniques. 

  

South Indian language corpus such as Kannada, Tamil and Telugu language corpus, has 

been created. Several text mining techniques such as naive Bayes classifier, k-Nearest-Neighbor 

classifier and decision tree for Authorship Attribution for various languages have been used. 

There is no work done in Authorship attribution in Indian languages. Authorship Attribution in 

Indian languages is challenging as Indian languages are very rich in morphology, giving rise to a 

very large number of word forms and hence very large feature spaces. 

Objectives of the Study  

There are few web sites storing texts in Indian languages, such as Indian language 

newspapers and magazines. Indian languages like many other languages in the world have little 

content on the Internet when compared with English. To make the matters worse, these 

languages are usually linguistically more sophisticated and are high entropy languages when 

compared to languages like English, contributing to the information access problem. The 

problem facing the research community in the western countries working on English and other 

languages were trying to deal with the information overload. Whereas, in the case of Indian 

language queries, the problem is of retrieving relevant articles are relatively fewer when 

compared with articles in English language.  

Language based corpus and statistical approaches were well established elsewhere in the 

world, India is still lagging far behind. Inadequate plain text corpora is available and annotated 

corpora is hardly found in Indian languages. Around three million Small plain text corpora was 

developed in late Eighties on major Indian Languages with the initiatives of the TDIL 

(Technology Development in Indian Languages) group of Department of Electronics, 

Government of India carried out basic statistical analysis of these corpora.  

One of the major issues related to Indic scripts is linked with the heuristic grammar rules 

on individual words in the representative form of pluralities, present and past tenses etc. The 

resultant is found to be multiplied in vocabulary. The basic philosophy of language 

representation reflecting the phonetic sequences is the basis for this complexity. More amount of 

complexity is involved when a large set of grammar rules are applied to combine two or three 



words formulating into a single word. These formulations can neither be treated as phrases nor 

individual words.  

Authorship attribution depends on three basic factors. Good knowledge in linguistics 

gives better choice of selecting style markers for author stylistic analysis. Statistics are the good 

measures to quantify these style markers. Classification techniques are used to discriminate the 

obtained style markers correctly among the authors in the author set. 

The research on authorship attribution is evaluated on multiple data sets with various 

corpus sizes makes it difficult to compare the methods used in different approaches. The 

attribution methods which were successful for one type of data set may not be successful for 

other data sets. Hence it is not clear whether these methods are scalable, reliably effective, or 

robust. The problem of authorship attribution is not yet attempted on the text of Indian 

languages. There are many research papers published on authorship attribution for various 

languages like English, Arabic, Dutch, Chinese and Greek with various corpus sizes. Many 

features such lexical, syntactic and structural features and their combinations are also 

experimented for feature extraction for various languages text. The features which are more 

suitable for one language text may not be suitable for other languages text. Feature selection 

measures are also explored for dimensionality reduction of the training and test set. Various 

classifiers and their combinations are also tested for different texts developed on various 

languages.  

Data compression techniques are also thoroughly tested for authorship attribution on 

various languages text. It is required to identify the influence of machine learning techniques on 

Authorship attribution for Indian languages text. It is required to evaluate the influence of 

various features such as lexical, syntactic and structural features on the text developed for Indian 

languages. There is a need to study the impact of data compression techniques and data 

compression distance measures. 

Based on the above discussions, it is required to address the various problems in terms of 

feature extraction, feature selection, classification and also the influence language characteristics 

on the various concepts. The problems need to addressed are mentioned below. 

1. Identify the influence of various classifiers on Authorship Analysis for Indian languages text 

2. Identify the linguistic information specific to each language to obtain the best results on au-

thorship      analysis task for the given text 

3. Identify the influence of number of subjects, number of documents in each subject and the 

number of      potential authors on Authorship Analysis. 

4. Identify the influence of lexical, syntactic and structural features and their combination. 

5. Identify the influence of Data Compression Techniques for Authorship Analysis on Indian 

languages text. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

 

For the development of a model for authorship analysis for Indian languages text, the following 

methods need to be followed in the below order. 

1. Data collection: There is no standard data corpus is available for local languages such as Telugu, 

Tamil, Kannada, Hindi for the task of Authorship Analysis. The required data sets need to collect 

from various sources like newspapers, articles. 



2. Preprocessing stage: In this stage the raw data collected need to be preprocessed using different 

phases like normalization, segmentation, stemming, tagging and stop word identification and 

stop word elimination. 

Tokenization is the process of chopping a document into small units called tokens which 

usually results in a set of atomic words having a useful semantic meaning. This phase outputs the 

article as a set of words by removing the unnecessary symbols like semicolons, colons, 

exclamation marks, hyphens, bullets, parenthesis, numbers etc. 

As in [23, 24, and 25] a stop list is a list of commonly repeated features which appear in 

every text document. The common features such as pronouns, conjunctions and prepositions 

need to be removed because they do not have effect on the classification process. For the same 

reason, if the feature is a special character or a number then that feature should be removed. 

Stemming is the process of removing affixes (prefixes and suffixes) from features as in 

[26]. This process is used to reduce the number of features in the feature space and improve the 

performance of the classifier when the different forms of features are stemmed into a single 

feature. 

3. Feature Extraction: The best suitable subset of the features for authorship analysis, various 

features such as lexical features, syntactic features and structural features and their combinations 

need to test. 

4. Feature Selection: The aim of feature selection methods is to reduce the dimensionality of 

dataset by removing irrelevant features for the classification task. As in [27, 28], some types of 

features, such as character and lexical features can considerably increase the dimensionality of 

the features’ set. In such case, feature selection methods can be used to reduce such dimensional-

ity of the representation. Features which are not positively influencing the TC process is re-

moved without affecting the classifier performance, known as Dimensionality reduction (DR). 

Feature selection deals with several measures such as document frequency, DIA 

association factor, chi-square, information gain, mutual information, odds ratio, relevancy score, 

and GSS coefficient. These methods are applied to reduce the size of the full feature set. DR by 

feature extraction is to create a small set of artificial features from original feature set, which can 

be done using Term clustering and  

Latent semantic indexing. In Indian languages, the number of features are be even higher 

compared with English text because of richness in morphology.  

5. Classification: The goal of Machine Learning (ML) is to construct programs that automatically 

learn from the training dataset. ML algorithms are able to discover rules from training examples 

[26]. There are two types of machine learning algorithms named as eager learning and lazy 

learning algorithms. The k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is an example of a Lazy Learning algo-

rithm. All other learning algorithms which are considered as eager learning algorithms [26], to 

identify the most suitable machine learning approaches for local data sets for authorship analysis. 

6. Author identification: For a given test document the name of the author will be returned. For 

this purpose, four steps need to perform. These steps are same steps that are performed on the 

training data set. Data preprocessing is performed which involves tokenizing, stop word removal 

and stemming of the input test document, feature extraction is performed after that reduce the 

dimensionality of the feature set then input the classifier with reduced feature set of the test doc-

ument. 

7. Data Compression: An alternative procedure for the task of Authorship Analysis is usage of 

data compression techniques. Various data compression techniques and various compression dis-

tance measures and their performance on Authorship analysis for the given text set need to be 



measured using various measures such as F1 measure, accuracy, macro F1 measure and micro F1 

measure. 

 

PERIOD OF STUDY  

 

Collection of related literature and corpus creation takes around one year. Collection related tools 

for preprocessing such morphological analyzers, POS taggers and preprocessing takes for a 

period of six months. The publication of related papers takes around two years. The thesis write-

up takes six months.  

Around four years are required to complete the task. 

 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

  

Still today authorship attribution to Indian language-based text is not attempted by the 

researchers. The influence of attribution methods and features which are applied to text in 

various languages may not be suitable for Indian language-based text for adaptation. Hence, in 

the proposed work, the existing statistical approaches, machine learning techniques, data 

compression techniques and various features such as lexical, syntactic and structural features 

which are thoroughly tested on text of various languages need to be tested for its most likely 

adaptability for text in the Indian languages. 

Developing such a system for the text developed in Indian languages will be useful for 

identification of the source of the text, the writer of a piece of the text, age, area, gender and to 

which era that particular author belongs, detecting the plagiarized content from the text, 

identification of the owner ship of the legal documents. 

 

CHAPTER SCHEMES  

 
The proposed work can be organized in eight chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the problem 

of authorship analysis and its significance in Indian context. The concept of text mining with 

respect to authorship analysis. Various features of text classification and data compression 

techniques towards authorship analysis need to be discussed briefly. The applications, motivation 

to attempt the problem and organization of thesis need to present. 

In chapter 2, the detailed discuss is presented on text categorization techniques, 

authorship analysis techniques, features, classification techniques such as machine learning 

techniques, statistical techniques and data compression techniques. In chapter 3, the 

characteristics of Indian languages, the process of data collection, flow of preprocessing of a text 

such as normalization, stemming, tagging and stop word elimination need to be described with a 

suitable example.  

Chapter 4 describes about influence of different machine learning techniques such as 

decision trees, K-nearest neighbors, and Naive Bayes and Support vector machines on 

Authorship attribution. The different evaluation measures are also required to address. Influence 

of number of authors in the data set, influence of number of documents in the data set and feature 

extraction and feature selection measure such chi-square also need to address in chapter 5. 

In chapter 6 Influence of lexical, syntactic and structural features and their combination 

on authorship attribution for Indian languages text need to empirically evaluate. The evaluation 

measures such precision, recall, F1 measure and accuracy to measure the impact of features on 



authorship attribution. Chapter 7 explains about the influence of Data Compression Techniques 

on authorship attribution the text, various compression techniques, various compression distance 

measures and micro and macro F1 measures need to evaluate and present. Finally, Chapter 8 

gives salient features of the work, the conclusions of the proposed work from the results obtained 

from the previous chapters and also possible further extensions. 
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